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In this paper we study canonical scalar field models with a varying second slow-roll parameter, that
allow transitions between constant-roll eras. In the models with two constant-roll eras it is possible
to avoid fine-tunings in the initial conditions of the scalar field. We mainly focus on the stability of
the resulting solutions and we also investigate if these solutions are attractors of the cosmological
system. We shall calculate the resulting scalar potential and by using a numerical approach, we
examine the stability and attractor properties of the solutions. As we show, the first constant-roll
era is dynamically unstable towards linear perturbations and the cosmological system is driven by
the attractor solution to the final constant-roll era. As we demonstrate, it is possible to have a
nearly-scale invariant power spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations in some cases, however
this is strongly model dependent and depends on the rate of the final constant-roll era. Finally, we
present in brief the essential features of a model that allows oscillations between constant-roll eras.
PACS numbers: 04.50.Kd, 95.36.+x, 98.80.-k, 98.80.Cq,11.25.-w
I. INTRODUCTION
The single canonical scalar field approach for the description of the inflationary era, has very appealing properties
since in some cases the resulting power spectrum and the scalar-to-tensor ration are in concordance with the latest
Planck data [1]. For reviews on this vast research topic, see for example [2–5]. However, the single scalar field models
do not predict a sufficient amount of non-Gaussianities [6] in the spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations,
and this feature can possibly make the single scalar models insufficient, if observations reveal non-Gaussianities. In
fact, combined observations of the Cosmic Microwave Background anisotropy and of the galaxy distribution, may
reveal that the primordial perturbation modes are correlated, so in effect this would imply that the assumption of a
Gaussian distribution for the primordial modes is wrong. One way to make the single scalar field models to produce
non-Gaussianities, is to modify the slow-roll condition, and for a recent research stream on this see [7–20], see also
[21, 22] for an alternative viewpoint. The models of Ref. [7–20] are known as constant-roll models [13], or by using
the terminology of Ref. [12], fast-roll models, and in the context of these, single scalar field models of inflation can
yield a non-zero amount of non-Gaussianities [11, 12].
In a recent work [20], we demonstrated that by allowing the second slow-roll index to smoothly vary as a function
of the scalar field, it is possible to achieve a transition from a slow-roll era to a constant-roll era. In effect, this would
have a direct impact on the scalar field theory, since a non-zero amount of non-Gaussianities could be produced during
the constant-roll era. In this paper we shall present how to obtain an inflationary attractor, which allows the smooth
transition between two constant-roll eras. As we shall demonstrate, for large field values one of the constant-roll eras
is realized, and as the field value decreases, the smooth transition to the other constant-roll era is achieved. We shall
study in some detail some phenomenological models, and we shall investigate the stability of the resulting solutions.
We mainly focus on the stability of the inflationary attractor, after we first validate that the resulting solutions are
producing inflation. Interestingly enough, one of the models we shall present has a similar potential to the one found
in Ref. [15]. In the analysis that follows, we will show that the first constant-roll era is dynamically unstable and
therefore it is possible that it is eventually very brief. After the first constant-roll era, the cosmological system is driven
by the attractor of the system, to the last constant-roll era, which is dynamically stable towards linear perturbations.
With regards to the dynamical stability, we quantify this study by using a parameter which measures the deviation
from the constant-rolling condition, and as we show, the perturbations corresponding to the last constant-roll era
are very small, a feature which indicates that the last era is stable. We critically discuss various implications of this
stability on the models we study and also we briefly address the primordial curvature perturbations issue. As we
show, depending on the rate of the constant-roll, the power spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbations may
2become nearly scale-invariant, a feature which strongly depends on the rate of constant-roll.
The motivation for having two constant-roll eras instead of one is mainly the fact that in the latter case there is less
freedom in choosing the initial conditions for inflation. Particularly, as was shown in Ref. [12], it is necessary to fine-
tune the initial values of the scalar field in order to obtain the desirable number of e-foldings. In the two constant-roll
models, this characteristic is not a necessity anymore, so there is more freedom to provide various phenomenological
aspects.
This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we present the essential features of the formalism we shall use in
this paper, in section III, we study a class of exponential models that lead to transition between different constant-
roll eras. In section IV, we discuss a variant form of the model presented in section III, which allows for the last
constant-roll era to be nearly scale invariant. In section IV we present a model which leads to oscillating transitions
between different de Sitter vacua, and also the transition between various constant-roll eras is achieved. Finally, the
conclusions follow at the end of the paper.
II. ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF DYNAMICAL TRANSITION BETWEEN DIFFERENT
CONSTANT-ROLL ERAS
We assume that the metric describing the spacetime is a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric, and also that a
canonical scalar field determines the dynamics, with the action being,
S = √−g
(
R
2
− 1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ− V (ϕ))
)
, (1)
where V (ϕ) is the scalar potential. The corresponding energy density is,
ρ =
1
2
ϕ˙2 + V (ϕ) , (2)
and in addition the corresponding pressure is,
P =
1
2
ϕ˙2 − V (ϕ) . (3)
For the flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric, the Friedmann equation for the scalar field is,
H2 =
1
3M2p
ρ , (4)
and we also have,
H˙ = − 1
2M2p
ϕ˙2 . (5)
Moreover, the canonical scalar field obeys the Klein-Gordon equation,
ϕ¨+ 3Hϕ˙+ V ′ = 0 , (6)
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to ϕ.
The slow-roll parameters ǫ and η control the inflationary dynamics, and these are the lowest order terms in the
so-called Hubble slow-roll expansion [23], and are equal to,
ǫ = − H˙
H2
, η = − H¨
2HH˙
. (7)
In addition, these can be expressed in terms of the scalar field,
ǫ =
ϕ˙2
2M2pH
2
, η = − ϕ¨
2Hϕ˙
. (8)
The basic assumption of the constant-roll models [12, 13, 15], is that the second slow-roll index η is not small during
the inflationary era, but it is a constant, that is, η = −n, with n being a constant. In a recent work we assumed [20]
that the second slow-roll index is of the form,
η = −f(ϕ(t)) , (9)
3or equivalently,
ϕ¨
2Hϕ˙
= f(ϕ(t)) . (10)
The function f(ϕ(t)) appearing above, is assumed to be a monotonic and smooth function of the scalar field. Due to
the fact that H˙ = ϕ˙dHdϕ , Eq. (5) can be rewritten in the following way,
ϕ˙ = −2M2p
dH
dϕ
, (11)
and by differentiating Eq. (11) with respect to the cosmic time t, and also by substituting the result in Eq. (10), we
get,
d2H
dϕ2
= − 1
2M2p
f(ϕ)H(ϕ) . (12)
The above differential equation will determine the Hubble rate as a function of the canonical scalar and the resulting
solution should be checked explicitly if it is the attractor of the cosmological system. This general strategy of finding
the solution H(ϕ) was developed in Ref. [24, 25], and we adopt this strategy in the present article. The scalar
potential in terms of H(ϕ) is equal to,
V (ϕ) = 3M2pH(ϕ)
2 − 2M4p (H ′(ϕ))2 . (13)
As we already mentioned, a solution H0(ϕ) of the differential equation (12) is not necessarily an attractor of the
cosmological equations, so this must be checked both numerically and if possible analytically. With regards to the
analytic approach, we can follow the following procedure: Consider the variation of Eq. (13), which is,
H ′0(ϕ)δH
′(ϕ) ≃ 3
2M2p
H0(ϕ)δH(ϕ) , (14)
so for a given solution H0(ϕ), we get,
δH(ϕ) = δH(ϕ0)e
3
2M2p
∫
ϕ
ϕ0
H0(ϕ)
H′
0
(ϕ)
dϕ
, (15)
where ϕ0 some initial value of the canonical scalar field. Hence, if the linear perturbations (14) decay for the solution
H0(ϕ), then, the solution H0(ϕ) is stable, and in the opposite case, the solution is unstable. The stability of the
solution towards linear perturbations, indicates that the solution is an attractor of the theory, since all the solutions
converge to H0(ϕ). In addition to this analytic approach, the structure of the phase space (ϕ˙(t), ϕ(t)), which can
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FIG. 1: Phase space structure of the solution (18), with the following initial conditions: ϕ(0) = 10Mp (red line), ϕ(0) = Mp
(green line), ϕ(0) = 0.1Mp (blue line).
be found numerically in most cases, will reveal if a solution of the differential equation (12) is an attractor of the
cosmological equations. In the following two sections we shall present to models that realize a constant-roll to constant-
roll transition, and we shall investigate if the resulting solutions H(ϕ) are stable and if these are the attractors of the
cosmological equations.
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FIG. 2: Stability of linear perturbations for the solution (18).
III. MODEL I
Let us assume that the function f(ϕ(t)) in Eq. (10) has the following form,
f(ϕ) = − β exp(λϕ)
δ + β exp(λϕ)
, (16)
which is a monotonic function with respect to ϕ. The parameters β and δ are dimensionless positive constants, and
the parameter λ will be chosen as follows,
λ =
1√
2Mp
. (17)
For ϕ
Mp
≫ 1, then the function f(ϕ) behaves as f(ϕ) ∼ −1, so this describes a constant-roll era. Particularly, by
using the notation of [13], this corresponds to α = −2.
As the field values drop, and when ϕ
Mp
≪ 1 the function f(ϕ) behaves as f(ϕ) ≃ − β
β+δ . Therefore, by appropriately
choosing the parameters, various scenarios with constant-roll can be described. Here we focus on the case with β = δ,
but also alternative scenarios can be described by choosing β and δ differently. Before we discuss the transition from
one constant-roll era to the other, we will focus on the stability of the solution H(ϕ) corresponding to the model
(16). Particularly, we are interested in showing that an the resulting solution H(ϕ) is an attractor of the cosmological
system. By solving the differential equation (12), we get the following solution,
H(ϕ) = C1 δ + β exp(λϕ) , (18)
where C1 is an integration constant. Note that the full solution of the differential equation (12) for the choice (16) is
the following,
H(ϕ) = C1 δ + β exp(λϕ) + C2

βeλϕ log
(
δe−λϕ
β
+ 1
)
δ
+ log
(
δe−λϕ
β
+ 1
)
− 1

 , (19)
where C2 is an additional integration constant. So we assume that C2 = 0, in order for the constant-roll transition to
occur. In principle the existence of a non-zero C2 will alter the physical picture we describe in this paper, so we do
not discuss this case. By substituting the resulting H(ϕ) of Eq. (18) in Eq. (13), we obtain the scalar potential,
V (ϕ) = 2β2M2pe
√
2ϕ
Mp + 6βδM2pe
ϕ√
2Mp + 3δ2M2p , (20)
where we used (17). We can express the Hubble rate as a function of the cosmic time as follows: by substituting H(ϕ)
from Eq. (18) in the differential equation (5), and by solving this we can find the function ϕ(t). Hence by substituting
the resulting ϕ(t) back in Eq. (18), we can obtain the function H(t), which is,
H(t) = δ +
1
t
. (21)
Hence, the second derivative of the scale factor a¨, satisfies a¨ > 0. Let us investigate whether the solution (18) is a
stable attractor of the theory, and in Fig. 1 we have plotted the phase space behavior of the solution (18), by using
the initial conditions ϕ(0) = 10Mp (red line), ϕ(0) = Mp (green line), ϕ(0) = 0.1Mp (blue line), for β = δ = 2. We
5need to note that for the numerical analysis we numerically solve the differential equation of Eq. (11), which we quote
here for reading convenience,
ϕ˙(t) = −2M2p
dH(ϕ(t))
dϕ
, (22)
which needs to be solved as a function of the cosmic time t, and the function H(ϕ(t)) must be chosen as in Eq. (18).
Since the differential equation is of first order, only one initial condition is needed, this is why we specified only the
value of the scalar field at various cosmic time instances. So the numerical analysis will reveal if the solution (18) is
a stable attractor of the one-dimensional dynamical system appearing in Eq. (22). Note that the explicit form of the
function H(t) is not needed if we use the dynamical system (22). As it can be seen in Fig. 1, the phase space has
an attractor which is reached by all the solutions as the field values decrease and also when the velocity of the field
decreases too. Hence, the solution (18) is an attractor and this can also be verified analytically. By using Eq. (15),
for the solution (18), we obtain,
∫ ϕ
ϕ
H(ϕ)
H ′(ϕ)
dϕ = −βe
−λϕ − βe−λϕi + δλ(ϕi − ϕ)
δλ2
, (23)
which is negative for the field values of interest. This can also be seen in Fig. (2), where we plotted the behavior of
the perturbation exponent. Actually, the fact that the quantity appearing in Eq. (23) is negative is an important
feature, as it was also pointed in Ref. [23], but also the important point is that the decay of the perturbation is
exponential, as it can be seen from Eq. (15). Hence, we have verified that it is possible to realize the constant-roll to
constant-roll transition, for the model (16), and the resulting solution (18) is a stable attractor of the theory.
Note that the numerical analysis we performed above aimed to investigate whether the solution H(ϕ), appearing
in Eq. (18), is the stable attractor of the cosmological system, therefore the potential of Eq. (20) does not affect
the phase space diagram, at least in our approach. As it can be seen in Fig. 1, there appear three curves which
converge to the attractor point in the upper left. The difference between the three curves is that the red curve starts
around ϕ/Mp ∼ 10, the green one starts at ϕ/Mp ∼ 1 and also the blue at ϕ/Mp ∼ 0.1, as it is expected from the
initial conditions. Recall that the dynamical system that corresponds to the phase space diagram is that of Eq. (22)
appearing above, so the solution (18) is the attractor of the cosmological dynamical system (22). However, as we
show later on, not all constant-roll models result to this behavior (see Fig. 10 in a later section).
Now let us investigate how the actual transition of one constant-roll era to the other is achieved, by distinguishing
the two different eras, that is, we start with the era with η = 1 and we shall try to see when this era ends, and also how
it is possible for this era to end, so that the era with η = 1/2 starts. It is conceivable that the continuous transition is
guaranteed by the solution H(ϕ) we found in Eq. (18), but if we distinguish the limiting cases of constant roll, then
it is qualitatively more easy to understand some fundamental elements of the evolution, like for example the growth
of perturbations. From a qualitative point of view, a constant-roll era can end if some sort of instability is caused in
the cosmological system. In our case the transition is ensured by the form of the potential and of the function H(ϕ),
and it is smooth, but it is worth discussing how this is possible by distinguishing the two eras. So let us discuss the
general case first, and we will perturb the limiting case,
ϕ¨
ϕ˙H
= n . (24)
Effectively we will examine the behavior of the perturbations around the limiting case where f(ϕ) ∼ n, with n being
a real number. As in Ref. [12], we define the following quantity,
Θ(ϕ) =
ϕ¨
nϕ˙H
, (25)
and a study of the evolution of Θ(ϕ) as a function of the scalar field ϕ may reveal when does the constant-roll era
(24) ends. Notice that the following holds true,
Θ(ϕ) =
f(ϕ)
ϕ
, (26)
which shows that the variable Θ(ϕ) is strongly affected by the function f(ϕ). This means that when the function
f(ϕ) strongly varies as a function of ϕ, then the function Θ(ϕ) also varies strongly. Actually, if we consider the linear
perturbation of the solution Θ(ϕ), when the perturbations start to grow, which may occur after a particular value of
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FIG. 3: Behavior of the perturbations θ(ϕ) for the constant-roll era with ϕ¨
ϕ˙H
= −1.
the scalar field is reached, then the constant-roll era (24) practically ends. By differentiating the function Θ(ϕ) with
respect to ϕ, and by using the following relations,
ǫ1 =
2M2p
H2
d2H
dϕ2
,
dϕ¨
dϕ
= −V ′′ − 3H˙ − 3Hϕ¨
ϕ˙
, (27)
after some algebra, it can be shown that the evolution of the quantity Θ(ϕ) is determined by the following equation,
dΘ(ϕ)
dϕ
= − V
′′(ϕ)
nH(ϕ)ϕ˙
+
3H(ϕ)ǫ1
nϕ˙
− 3H(ϕ)Θ(ϕ)
ϕ˙
+
Θ(ϕ)H(ϕ)ǫ1
ϕ˙
− Θ(ϕ)
2H(ϕ)n
ϕ˙
, (28)
where ǫ1 is the first slow-roll index. Obviously, during the constant-roll era (24), the quantity Θ(ϕ) is equal to one,
so we linearly perturb the solution Θ(ϕ) = 1 + θ(ϕ), and the perturbation θ(ϕ) satisfies the following differential
equation,
dθ(ϕ)
dϕ
= −
H(ϕ)θ(ϕ)
(
−3− 3n(2 + θ(ϕ)) + 2M
2
p
H(ϕ)2
d2H(ϕ)
dϕ2
)
2M2p
dH(ϕ)
dϕ
. (29)
The function θ(ϕ) captures the perturbations around the limiting constant-roll era (24), and in order to obtain the
differential equations (28) and (29) we did not assume that the condition (24) holds true, this is just the limiting case
scenario. The impact of the f(ϕ) on the differential equations is imprinted in all cases on the variables Θ(ϕ) and θ(ϕ),
and mainly on the latter, since this is the perturbation of the limiting case (24). In addition, it is the solution (18)
which will determine the evolution of the perturbations and recall that the solution (18) was obtained by assuming
that the function f(ϕ) is not constant, but it is the one given in Eq. (16).
So by having the solution H(ϕ) at hand, given in Eq. (18), we can investigate how the perturbations θ(ϕ) evolve
as a function of the scalar field ϕ. Recall that the constant-roll limit of the function f(ϕ) for large ϕ is f(ϕ) = −1, so
in the large field limit we have n = −1. Therefore we shall perform a numerical analysis of the differential equation
(29), with H(ϕ) being as in Eq. (18). In Fig. 3 we present the results of our numerical analysis, for which we used
various initial conditions. The resulting behavior of the perturbations θ(ϕ) strongly depend on the choice of the initial
condition for θ(ϕ), which must be chosen in such a way so that at large field values, we must have θ(ϕ)≪ 1, in order
to have Θ(ϕ) ≃ 1. In Fig. 3 the plots are done in terms of ϕ/Mp, so the upper left and right plots correspond to
θ(20) ≃ 10−13.7, while the bottom plot corresponds to θ(20) ≃ 10−5. It is conceivable that from a physical point of
view, the perturbations should grow, since the function f(ϕ) at ϕ/Mp still depends on the scalar field and decays
to the final value f(ϕ) ∼ −1/2 as the field values decrease. So in principle small perturbations will destabilize the
system, as it is expected. This behavior can be seen in all the plots of Fig. 3. The parameter Θ(ϕ) = f(ϕ)/n changes
its values quite slowly from ϕ/Mp ∼ 20 until ϕ/Mp ∼ 10, so the perturbations, even small, destabilize the initial
7solution at ϕ/Mp ∼ 10, as it can be seen in the upper right plot, or even at ϕ/Mp ∼ 15, as it is shown in the bottom
plot. Practically, the n = −1 era lasts some e-foldings, as it was expected, and the system makes a transition to
intermediate states in the interval n = [−1,−1/2]. Eventually for ϕ/Mp  1, the final constant-roll era with n = −1/2
is reached.
By following the same procedure, we can investigate what happens when the second constant-roll era is reached,
which corresponds to ϕ/Mp  1. As it can be seen in Fig. 4, the numerical solution for the evolution of the
perturbation θ(ϕ/Mp) seems quite stable, regardless what initial conditions we choose. For example, in the left plot
of Fig. 4 we chose θ(1) ∼ 10−5 and for the right plot θ(1) ∼ 10−40, and in both cases the perturbations remain quite
small. The behavior described by Fig. 4 was expected, since the function Θ(ϕ) does not evolve after the constant-roll
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FIG. 4: Behavior of the perturbations θ(ϕ) for the constant-roll era with ϕ¨
ϕ˙H
= −1/2.
era n = −1/2 is reached. This now raises the issue of graceful exit for this particular case, but this feature strongly
depends on the choice of the parameters β and δ, and also on the choice of the function f(ϕ) which controls the
smooth transition between the constant-roll eras. However, we did not aim to provide a completely viable model, but
just to present how the transition mechanism behaves and how the actual transition can be achieved, mainly focusing
on the qualitative features of it. Another question we would like to address in brief is the primordial curvature
perturbations issue, and in the literature there appear already standards approaches devoted on the constant-roll era,
see for example [12, 13]. Actually the results of [13] are identical to the ones obtained in [12], but the notation is
different. In both cases an important assumption which we will also adopt is that the power spectrum must not be
calculated at the horizon crossing, but at the time of consideration, possibly when inflation comes to an end. Also
an important assumption is that the subhorizon state is described by a Bunch-Davies vacuum state, but this is not
necessarily true in the case at hand, however we do not discuss this issue further at this point.
Coming back to the power spectrum, we quote here the result of [12, 13] for the power spectrum, which is,
PR(k) ∼ k−2n , (30)
and the tilt of the power spectrum is,
ns − 1 ≡ d lnPR
d ln k
, (31)
so the resulting spectral index is,
ns = 1− 2n . (32)
However, for the case n = −1/2 the power spectrum is not scale invariant, as it can be easily seen. Also the resulting
spectral index which is ns is not compatible with the observational data coming from the Planck collaboration [1].
Of course our aim was not to provide a completely viable model, but to show how the transition mechanism between
constant-roll eras works. If the function f(ϕ) is chosen to have better behavior than the particular choice we made,
then perhaps a more refined phenomenology could in principle be produced. Such an example is given in the next
section.
IV. MODEL II
Let us discuss the qualitative features of another model, in which case the function f(ϕ(t)) of Eq. (10) has the
following form,
f(ϕ) = −(β2 + αe−λϕ) , (33)
8which is a monotonic function of ϕ. The parameter λ is chosen as in Eq. (17), while α and β are positive dimensionless
real numbers, which we specify later on in this section.
In the limit ϕ
Mp
≫ 1, the function f(ϕ) behaves as f(ϕ) ∼ −β2, so this describes a constant-roll era, and in the
limit ϕ
Mp
≪ 1 the function f(ϕ) behaves as f(ϕ) ≃ −(β2 + α). A phenomenologically interesting scenario occurs for
the following choice of the parameters,
α = 1.35, β =
√
5
3
, (34)
in which case in the large field limit, we have f(ϕ) ∼ −5/3, while in the small field limit we have f(ϕ) ∼ −3.0167.
By solving the differential equation (12), in this case we get,
H(ϕ) = C1I−β(2
√
αe−
1
2 (λx)) , (35)
where C1 is an integration constant. The corresponding scalar potential can be found by using (13),
V (ϕ) = −1
2
αC21λ
2M4p e
−λϕI−2β−1
(
2e−
1
2 (λϕ)
√
α
)
2 − 1
2
αC21λ
2M4p e
−λϕI1−2β
(
2e−
1
2 (λϕ)
√
α
)
2 (36)
− αC21λ2M4p e−λϕI−2β−1
(
2e−
1
2 (λϕ)
√
α
)
I1−2β
(
2e−
1
2 (λϕ)
√
α
)
+ 3C21M
2
p I−2β
(
2e−
1
2 (λϕ)
√
α
)
2 .
The behavior of the Hubble rate as a function of the cosmic time can only be found numerically, by finding the solution
ϕ(t), so by solving numerically the differential equation (11) for ϕ(0) = Mp, in Fig. 5 we can see that for a quite large
era the Hubble rate is almost constant, so it approaches a de Sitter solution. The solution (35) is a stable attractor
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FIG. 5: The Hubble rate as a function of the cosmic time (left) and as a function of the scalar field ϕ/Mp.
as our numerical analysis shows in Fig. 6, where we used the values for the parameters as in Eq. (34), and also the
initial conditions, ϕ(0) = 10Mp (red line), ϕ(0) = Mp (green line), ϕ(0) = 0.1Mp (blue line). What we are mainly
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FIG. 6: The phase space of the solution H(ϕ) = C1I−β(2
√
αe−
1
2
(λx)), for the initial conditions ϕ(0) = 10Mp (red line),
ϕ(0) =Mp (green line), ϕ(0) = 0.1Mp (blue line).
interested for in this section is the behavior of the linear perturbations θ(ϕ), the evolution of which is described by
the differential equation (29). Without getting into many details, the first constant-roll era, which corresponds to
ϕ/Mp ≃ 20, is quite unstable as it was expected, since the function f(ϕ) for these field values, is not slowly varying.
However as the field value decreases, the function f(ϕ) approaches its limiting value f(ϕ) ∼ −(α+β2), which is quite
stable. Indeed this can be verified for various initial conditions of θ(ϕ), and the resulting evolution of perturbations
is zero for ϕ/Mp  0.01. In effect, this constant-roll era is also haunted by the gracef
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FIG. 8: ϕ-dependence of the Hubble rate H(ϕ) = C1e
(− cos(λϕ)), for various scalar field intervals.
primordial perturbations are generated during this era, which can be insured if the preceding constant-roll era lasts
only a few e-folds, then, the resulting power spectrum is [12, 13],
PR(k) ∼ k2(−α−β
2+3) , (37)
so the resulting spectral index is,
ns = 1 + 2(−α− β2 + 3) . (38)
For the values of the parameters chosen as in Eq. (34), the resulting spectral index is ns ≃ 0.966, so it is in agreement
with the Planck data [1]. Therefore this particular model shows that a viable phenomenology may be provided by
constant-roll to constant-roll transitions. However, this model cannot be considered as being a completely viable,
since there are various important theoretical issues that need to be amended, like the exit issue, the initial state issue
and the horizon crossing issue. The complete study of these issues, exceeds the introductory aim of this work. In
principle, the constant-roll to constant-roll transitions may have an oscillatory behavior between constant-roll era. In
the next section we briefly discuss a toy model that exhibits this kind of behavior.
V. A MODEL DESCRIBING OSCILLATIONS BETWEEN CONSTANT-ROLL ERAS
Consider the following model for the function f(ϕ),
f(ϕ) = − (sin2(λϕ) + cos(λϕ)) , (39)
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FIG. 9: ϕ-dependence of the scalar potential (41).
where λ is given in Eq. (17). It is obvious from the form of the function (39), that it can take bounded values,
due to the presence of the trigonometric functions, and also it can be equal to zero. Hence, the cosmological system
experiences transitions between the slow-roll and constant-roll era, and also from constant-roll to constant-roll. In
order to have a concrete idea of the behavior of f(ϕ), in Fig. 7 we plot the ϕ-dependence of f(ϕ) for field values in
the interval ϕ = (0, 10Mp). As it can be seen, the second slow-roll index η = −f(ϕ) oscillates between constant and
slow-roll eras, if of course the resulting Hubble rate is an inflationary attractor. This is what we will investigate now.
The solution of the differential equation (12), for the function f(ϕ) chosen in Eq. (39), is given below,
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FIG. 10: Phase space structure of the solution (40), with the following initial conditions: ϕ(0) = 10Mp (red line), ϕ(0) = Mp
(green line), ϕ(0) = 0.1Mp (blue line).
H(ϕ) = C1e
(− cos(λϕ)) , (40)
and in Fig. 8 we plot the ϕ-dependence of the Hubble rate H(ϕ) given in Eq. (40). As it can be seen, the oscillatory
behavior occurs in the Hubble rate too, and the Hubble rate goes from a de Sitter vacuum to a de Sitter vacuum,
which correspond to the minima and maxima of the function cos(λϕ). By substituting Eq. (40) in Eq. (13) we can
find the potential which is,
V (ϕ) =
1
2
C21M
2
p e
−2 cos
(
ϕ√
2Mp
)(
cos
(√
2ϕ
Mp
)
+ 5
)
. (41)
In Fig. 9 we plot the potential (41) for ϕ = (0, 10Mp). We need to investigate the stability properties of the solution
H(ϕ) appearing in Eq. (40), and in Fig. 10 we present the results of our numerical analysis. We use three different
initial conditions, namely, ϕ(0) = 10Mp (red line), ϕ(0) = Mp (green line), ϕ(0) = 0.1Mp (blue line). As it can
be seen, for the first initial condition, the attractor is different in comparison to the other two initial conditions.
Oddly, after ϕ ∼ 10Mp, the system develops peculiar properties, and becomes very unstable. This can also be seen
in Fig. 11, where we plot the behavior of the linear perturbations (15), and as it can be seen, after ϕ ∼ Mp, the
perturbations grow, and after ϕ ∼ 10Mp, they develop a quite intense oscillatory behavior. Therefore, the model
(39) after ϕ ∼ Mp becomes unstable, however for smaller field values, the solution (40) seems to be the attractor
of the cosmological system. Hence, the model (39), has an odd behavior for large field values, however for values
ϕ  Mp, it has interesting phenomenology, since it allows oscillations between different roll eras. Particularly it
allows transitions between constant-roll eras and slow-roll eras. A refined model of this sort could potentially have
an interesting phenomenology, but we defer this study to a future work.
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FIG. 11: ϕ-dependence of the linear perturbations θ(ϕ) for the solution H(ϕ) = C1e
(− cos(λϕ)).
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we presented various models which allow transitions between constant-roll eras. This was achieved
by assuming that the second slow-roll index η is equal to a function of the scalar field f(ϕ). Then, by appropriately
choosing the function, it is possible to produce transitions between constant-roll eras, and also it is possible to provide
more involved transition scenarios. We mainly focused on the stability behavior of the solutions H(ϕ) and we did not
study in detail the phenomenological implications of the models studied. As we demonstrated, one of the models we
studied, has very good stability properties and also the solution H(ϕ) is the attractor of the cosmological equations.
Another model we studied, which produces oscillating transitions between constant-roll eras, is stable for a ϕ Mp,
so it has limited interest in comparison to the other two models we presented.
In the class of exponential models we studied, we demonstrated that the constant-roll eras are realized in the large
and small field values limits. As we demonstrated, the first constant-roll era is unstable and the final constant-roll
era is stable towards linear perturbations of the constant-roll condition. This raises the question with regards to
the graceful exit, and if it is possible for the system to finally exit from inflation. The lack of analyticity in some
cases makes it difficult to quantify the slow-roll indices in terms of the e-foldings number, but in principle the most
interesting scenario is to combine the constant-roll era(s) with a slow-roll era, in the spirit of Ref. [20], however the
system should result to a slow-roll era. In this way the slow-roll era could end in the usual way it does in single
scalar theories, when the slow-roll indices become of order one. This feature is also an indication for the graceful exit
from inflation. Another issue is the calculation of the power spectrum during the constant-roll eras, in which we used
standard approaches. However, an issue regarding the calculation is the horizon crossing, since the power spectrum
is not calculated at the horizon crossing, so this is different in spirit in comparison to the ordinary slow-roll case. As
we showed by using the same approach as in the related literature, the resulting power spectrum can be nearly scale
invariant. In conclusion, the virtue of having two constant-roll eras is that the theory is more free from unnecessary
fine tunings, however the issue of the graceful exit persists. We believe that the best proposal in this context is to
have a constant-roll era that ends up to a slow-roll era with the mechanism we presented in this work. In this way,
the theory develops non-Gaussianities, which can be potentially measured by future observations, but also the same
theory can yield observational indices corresponding to the slow-roll era. Accordingly, the exit from inflation can
come as an outcome of the ending of the slow-roll era.
In a future work we shall address the phenomenological implications of the models presented in this paper, mainly
focusing on the non-Gaussianities that can be produced during the constant-roll eras. Of course it is conceivable that
the models we presented cannot be considered viable unless these produce results compatible with the observational
data, and also these models must solve simultaneously the graceful exit issue and the non-Gaussianities issue. However,
our aim was not to provide viable models to all aspects, but to present models that allow transitions between constant-
roll eras. Finding a viable model with these features is of course the goal, but a more refined choice for the function
f(ϕ) is required, and also the combination of an initial constant-roll era that ends up to a slow-roll era seems the
most favorable scenario.
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